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~ Excerpt from page 3 ~

Hi, I’m Maggie Mae. I’m an Australian
Shepherd and live on a ranch
in Kansas with my sister,
Holly, and a bunch of
other animals. On the
ranch we have very
important jobs.
Lucky for us our
jobs are fun, too!

My very favorite job is catching frisbees.
I like that even better than trying to
catch birds. But, I help take care of the
cattle and horses, too.
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~ Excerpt from page 20 ~

Finally, the ranch house came into view.
There was my sister, Holly, sitting on the
back steps.

She came running down those steps and
tried to herd me to the door.
She is a bossy Aussie!
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Awesome Aussie Information!
Did you know that Australian Shepherds
can have different colored eyes? Some Aussies
have brown eyes, some blue, some even amber.
Other Aussies even have one eye that is blue
and one brown, or even mixed colors all in one
eye.
If you look close, you can see that Maggie
Mae has a blue eye on the right and a blue and
brown eye on the left. Pretty cool, hah!
Holly’s left eye is brown with a tiny speck
of blue. Her right eye has two shades of blue
and brown! Eyes that are two colors are called
bicolored or “split eyes.” If you take your
Aussie to dog shows it is okay for her to have
any combination of color, so long as the eyes
are healthy!
I bet you saw Maggie Mae’s tail in her
tale about the hare. But did you notice that
Holly doesn’t have a tail?
Some Aussie’s are born with
a naturally bobbed tail. That
means it is very tiny, or short,
like the tail on a bob-cat. Other
Aussies have their tail docked
when they are born, so that it
doesn’t grow.
In the United States and
Canada, Australian Shepherds
are expected to have a bobbed
or docked tail for professional
shows. Any tail length is
acceptable in dog shows in
Europe. In the United States
some Aussies with full tails,
like Maggie Mae’s, have won
recognition.

Maggie Mae was glad to hear that!
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Other Books by Deb Jackson
Australian Shepherds like Holly and Maggie
are big stars in the RedShoesDeb Series. Look
for more great Aussie adventures coming in
2015 and 2016!
Maggie Mae’s Hare Brained Day
The Life and Times of Sheila the Cow Dog
Magpie Meets the Pheasant
Holly The Bossy Aussie
Holly the Hugger
Maggie Bit Off More than She Could Chew

Did you know that their ranch friends are stars
too? Visit the RedShoesDebSeries.blogspot.com
for other stories like Creamy Goes to Heaven.
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